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Abstract 
Grabowski, M., On the status of proving program properties in effective interpretations, Theoretical 
Computer Science 120 (1993) 69-81. 
We present a sufficient condition for a class C of effective interpretations in order that C has 
a uniform procedure enumerating (when first-order oracle and recursive presentation of the inter- 
pretation involved are given) dynamic theories of interpretations in C. Under some additional 
assumption on the enumerating procedure, this condition is necessary. The main result states that if 
arithmetical notions are first-order-definable by universal or existential formulas within interpreta- 
tions in C then C has an appropriate uniform procedure. 
1. Introduction 
Every proof system for program correctness yields an enumeration procedure for 
correctness assertions. Lipton [6], Clarke et al. [2], Grabowski [3] and Grabowski 
and Hungar [S] have proved results on the existence of such procedures. We are 
primarily interested in analogs of relatively complete Hoare-style proof systems, i.e. 
enumeration procedures with an oracle answering questions on validity (in the 
interpretation involved) of first-order formulas. These procedures should be complete 
for expressive interpretations. 
It has already been proved by Apt [l] that no procedure for total correctness, 
sound in all interpretations and complete for expressive ones, is possible. However, 
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there are logics for programs (e.g. Hare13 dynamic logic) which are not sound for all 
interpretations. The incompleteness result of [4] states that no procedure for total 
correctness is possible, even if the procedure is required to be sound and complete only 
for expressive interpretations. Thus, some extension of the first-order oracle is neces- 
sary if we want to enumerate in a uniform way all valid (in the ground expressive 
interpretations) dynamic formulas. Some of the suitable extensions are found and 
analyzed in [S]. 
An interpretation I is said to be effective iff it is “spanned” on natural numbers and 
its carrier and primitive functions and relations can be defined by algorithms. 
Presentation Pres(Z) of effective interpretation I consists of algorithms defining the 
carrier and primitive functions and relations of I. 
In this paper we study in more detail the following extension of a first-order oracle: 
in addition to the first-order oracle (Th(Z)) we are given a presentation Pres(Z) (i.e. 
algorithms defining I) of a ground effective interpretation I. 
Consider the following example. 
Example 1.1. Let P be the program 
while x # 0 do x := pred(x) od 
interpreted in the interpretation 
Z=(o; 0, l,x.x-1, =) 
We cannot infer from the elementary theory of Z (only) that P halts in Z since otherwise 
P would have halted also in nonstandard (and even effective) models of Th(Z). 
If we are given the standard presentation Pres(Z) of Z then arithmetized with the aid 
of Pres(Z) sentence (P)true can be proved in Peano arithmetic (PA). Nevertheless, if 
we are given a nonstandard presentation Pres(Z) (i.e. the algorithm in Pres(Z) defining 
;Ix.x- 1 is artificially complicated) then arithmetization via Pres(Z) of the sentence 
(P) true can yield a formula which is unprovable in PA, 
Thus (besides classes K of effective interpretations), we should investigate also 
classes C of pairs (I, Pres(Z)): effective interpretation together with its presentation. 
Therefore, for some classes C it may happen that for some Z and for some presenta- 
tions Pres(Z), Pres(Z) of I, (I, Pres(Z))EC and (I, Pres(Z))$C. The results may be of 
intensional or extensional type. 
(1) Intensional. Let C be the class of pairs (I, Pres(Z)) such that . . . (a certain 
condition on C) . 
For every (I, Pres(Z))EC the set of all valid (in I) dynamic formulas is uniformly 
recursively enumerable in (Th(Z), Pres(Z)). 
(2) Extensional. Let K be the class of effective interpretations such that.. (a certain 
condition on K) . . . 
For every ZE K and every presentation Pres(Z) of I, the set of all valid (in I) dynamic 
formulas is uniformly r.e. in (Th(Z), Pres(Z)). 
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In 1977 Lipton published the following result on the existence of enumerations of 
correctness assertions. 
Theorem 1.2 (Lipton [6]). Let P be a deterministic acceptable programming language. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) The quantijier-free partial correctness assertions valid in I are uniformly r.e. in 
(Th(Z), Pres(Z)) for expressive and effective interpretations I. Pres(Z) is an arbitrary 
presentation of I. 
(2) P has a decidable halting problem for jinite interpretations. 
Point 2 in the above means that if we are given a program P and a finite 
interpretation Z then we can decide whether program P diverges in I for all possible 
inputs. There are programming languages which do not have a decidable halting 
problem in finite interpretations. 
Lipton’s theorem is of the extensional type. Actually, it is the only result saying that 
the access to algorithms implementing the ground interpretation makes a uniform 
recursive enumeration of some program properties possible. We shall give a new 
result. 
In every proof of existence of recursive (in a certain oracle) enumerations of 
correctness assertions [6,2,3, 51, some coding is involved in translating correctness 
assertions into first-order formulas. When dynamic formulas are involved (which 
include total correctness assertions) in every coding one crucial point is how to get 
a vector A(Z) of first-order formulas defining the standard model of arithmetic within 
interpretation I. In contrast, nonstandard models are not harmful in Lipton’s proof. 
But Lipton’s enumeration procedure cannot be generalized to cope with total correct- 
ness. The whole point of our work is how to get formulas A(Z) for a standard model. 
In the sequel, ,4(Z) always denotes a vector of first-order formulas defining the 
standard model of arithmetic within interpretation I. 
Lipton [6] has shown that A(Z) exists when Z is a nontrivial (the so-called 
unbounded) expressive interpretation. (It is proved in [4] that there is no uniform 
construction of A(Z) when Z ranges over all expressive interpretations.) Lipton’s proof 
implies that the formulas in A(Z) define semicomputable relations when Z is effective. 
Thus, some effective structures Z possess “simple” (i.e. semicomputable) arithmetic 
defined within Z by an A( I). If a presentation Pres( I) of Z is given then the formulas in 
A(Z) can be translated into pure arithmetic formulas, let us say tPresc,)(A(I)). Let T be 
a certain fixed arithmetical theory (e.g. Peano arithmetic). If the sentence 
“the formulas in t Pres(lJ (,4(Z)) define in the standard model of arithmetic semicom- 
putable relations” 
is provable in T for some A(Z) then the structure Z with the presentation Pres(Z) is 
T-provably simple. 
Let C be a class of effective interpretations given together with their certain 
presentations (i.e. (I, Pres(Z))& ). Suppose there is a fixed arithmetical theory T such 
that for every (I, Pres(Z))EC the structure I with the presentation Pres(Z) is 
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T-provably simple. Our result of the intensional type states that for every (I, 
Pres(l))EC the set of all valid (in I) dynamic formulas is uniformly r.e. in (Th(Z), 
Pres(l)). (Actually, we shall prove a little bit more.) 
Note that A(I), with formulas in A(I) defining (in I) semicomputable relations, 
exists anyway (when I is effective, expressive and unbounded) as the result of Lipton 
(on A(Z)) says. 
Suppose K is a class of effective interpretations such that for every IEK there is 
a vector A(I) such that every formula in A(I) is either universal or existential. Our 
result of the extensional type states that for every ZE K and every presentation Pres(1) 
of I the set of all valid (in I) dynamic formulas is uniformly r.e. in (Th(l), Pres(1)). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the necessary defini- 
tions and lemmas, in particular, a lemma from the model theory of arithmetic. In 
Section 3 the results are formulated and proved. Section 4 concludes the paper. The 
appendix contains the proof of the main lemma from models of arithmetic. 
2. Preliminaries 
All programs under consideration are of a fixed signature C. We assume that the 
equality sign = is in .Z and always gets its standard meaning. The set of all first-order 
formulas of the signature C is denoted as FOL(C). The term “interpretation” is used 
as well as “model”. The standard model of arithmetic is denoted as w = (w; 0, in. n + 1, 
+, *, =>. 
Instead of a concrete programming language we shall consider acceptable program- 
ming languages (as in [6,2,3]) in order to make our theorems applicable to a large 
class of languages. 
Roughly speaking (see [Z] for a precise definition), a programming language P is 
acceptable if the following hold: 
(1) There is an interpreter program for P with assignments and boolean tests as 
basic actions, which performs calculations in w to determine the next basic action. 
(2) P is closed with respect to the following constructs: 
(2.1) assignments to variables, 
(2.2) P; Q, 
(2.3) if b then P else Q fi, 
(2.4) while b do P od, 
(2.5) after each step of P do all of Q, 
(2.6) begin local x1, . . . , x,; P end. 
For instance, every ALGOL-like language is acceptable. The acceptability assump- 
tion provides Lemmas 2.1-2.3. 
Let apl stand for “acceptable programming language”. 
An interpretation I is said to be efSectioe (semiefective) iff the carrier of I is 
a recursive (partially recursive) subset of w and primitive (in I) functions and relations 
are recursive (partially recursive). 
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Thus, we allow partial interpretations: ground functions and relations may be 
partially defined on the domain of such interpretations. This is unusual and it is not 
clear how to understand dynamic formulas in such interpretations. We understand 
validity of dynamic formulas in partial interpretations precisely in the same way as it 
is defined in the work of Petermann [7], where a theory of logics of programs over 
partial interpretations is presented. 
For an apl P, DL,(C) is the set of all dynamic formulas of the signature C. For an 
interpretation I, DL,(Z) is the set of all valid (in I) dynamic formulas. Th(Z) is the 
elementary theory of I. 
Presentation Pres(Z) of a semieffective interpretation Z is a vector (no, . . . , nk) of 
numbers (in the standard numbering of partially recursive functions) of the carrier of 
Z and of primitive functions and relations of Z (i.e. riO is a number of the carrier of I, 
etc.). 
Note that every effective (or semieffective) interpretation Z has infinitely many 
different presentations. 
An interpretation Z is weakly arithmetic if for some keo there is a partial function 
f from dom(Zk) onto o and there are formulas in FOL(C): N(x), E(x, y), Z(x), 
S(x, y), Add(x, y, z), Mult(x, y, z) with, respectively, k, 2k, k, 2k, 3k, 3k free variables, 
which define, respectively, the domain offand equality, zero, successor, addition and 
multiplication according to J i.e. for all a, b, cedom(Zk): 
Zl=N(a) iff aEdom(f), 
1 k Eta, b) iff f(a) =f(b), 
zkZ(a) iff f(a)=O, 
zi=S(a, b) iff f(b)=f(a)+ 1, 
1 k Add@, b, c) iff f(c) = f(a) +f(b), 
Z+Mult(a, b, c) iff f(c)=f(a)*f(b). 
In the sequel A(Z) will always denote a tuple (N, . . . , Mult) of formulas making 
Z weakly arithmetic. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Z be a semieffective and weakly arithmetic interpretation. For any 
presentation Pres(Z) of Z and any A(Z) there are recursive reductions: 
tPresCl,: DL,(z)+the set of all arithmetic formulas, T~(~,: the set of all arithmetic 
formulas -+ FOL(C) 
such that 
for any #EDL~(~), Z+ 4 ifso+ t PrcsC,j( c#I), and for any arithmetic formula CC, co+ rx iff 
Z+ t&4. 
Moreover, the relations defined by 4 in Z and by tPresCl,(4) in w are the same. 
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The routine but tedious proof of Lemma 2.1 is omitted. 
An interpretation I is called 
- bounded (see [2]) for an apl P iff for any program PEP there is a uniform bound on 
the number of different states reached in one execution of P in I, 
_ unbounded for an apl P iff it is not bounded for P. 
Lemma 2.2 (Clarke et al. [2] and Lipton [6]). F or any expressive and unbounded 
interpretation I there exists A(I). 
Lemma 2.3. For any expressive, unbounded and semieffective interpretation I there 
exists A(I) such that formulas in A(Z) define (in I) partially recursive relations on natural 
numbers. 
Proof. By refinement of the proof of Lemma 2.2. 3 
A formula is universal (existential) if it is of the form Vx. 0(x, y) (3x. 0(x, y)), where 
0 is open and x, y are vectors of individual variables. 
A relation R c co” is a Cy- (TIF-) relation iff there is a recursive relation Q G e.Yfl 
such that for every aEm” 
aER iff for some kew (for every keo) Q(k, a). 
Lemma 2.4. There exists ajnite set Ax of arithmetic formulas such that Ax + w and for 
every nonstandard model M = (A; OM, SM, +M, *M,=) of Ax, where A c co, each of 
+M,*M is neither a Cf- nor a II:-relation. 
Proof. See the appendix. 0 
3. The results 
By an arithmetic theory we mean a r.e. subset T G Th(w). First-order provability is 
denoted as “t”. For a meta-arithmetic sentence 15, “a” stands for the arithmetiz- 
ation of the sentence a. 
Let I be a semieffective interpretation and Pres(1) a presentation of I. tPres,,) is the 
recursive reduction from Lemma 2.1. tPresc,) (Th(l)) =df { tp,,,~I~(~)~ +ETh(l)}. By 
Lemma 2.1, for any dynamic formula ~~EDL~( C) the relations defined by cp in I and by 
tPresc,) (cp) in w are the same. Suppose the relation defined by cp in I is semicomputable. 
If this semicomputability is provable in a fixed arithmetical theory T with additional, 
arithmetized via Pres(Z), first-order information about I, it is profitable (Theorem 
3.2). To substantiate this, we introduce T-provably partially recursive (with respect to 
Pres( I)) dynamic formulas. 
Let T be an arithmetic theory. A dynamic formula (PEDL,(C) is T-provably 
partially recursive with respect to Pres(Z) iff Tu tr,,,,,,(Th(l)) E “formula tPres~,~(~) 
defines in w a partially recursive relation”. 
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Let C be a class of pairs (I, Pres(Z)), where Z are semieffective. The following 
definition is, in a sense, related to Lemma 2.3. 
Definition 3.1. Class C is arithmetically uniform iff there exists an arithmetic theory 
T such that for every (I, Pres(Z))EC there is A(Z) such that formulas in A(Z) are 
T-provably partially recursive with respect to Pres(Z). 
Theorem 3.2. Let C be a class of pairs (I, Pres(Z)), where Z are semiefictive. Let P be 
an apl. Zf C is arithmetically untform then for every (I, Pres( I)) EC, DL,(Z) is untformly 
recursively enumerable in (Th( I), Pres( I)). 
Proof. Let Ax be a finite set of arithmetic formulas provided by Lemma 2.4. The 
following uniform procedure partially solves the set DL,(Z) with oracle (Th(Z), 
Pres(Z)) for (I, Pres(Z))EC. 
Input: a dynamic formula cp 
Method: 
(1) Guess a tuple A=(N,... , Mult) of formulas in FOL(C) with, respectively, 
k , . . . ,3k free variables for some kEw and such that 
(1.1) the formulas in A model within Z the set Ax, i.e., for any CEAX, 
rA(a)ETh(Z), where TV is the reduction from Lemma 2.1 when we take 
A formally as A (I), 
(1.2) formulas in A are T-provably partially recursive with respect to Pres(Z), 
where T is an arithmetic theory provided by arithmetic uniformity of the 
class C. 
(2) Translate 40 into arithmetic formula tPresc,)( cp). 
(3) Translate tPres~l~(fp) into formula ~=T~(~~~~~~~~((P)). 
(4) If $ETh(Z) then accept cp. 
Since C is arithmetically uniform, a proper (i.e. satisfying (1 .l) and (1.2) guessing 
of A exists. Thus, formulas in A define a partially recursive model A4 of Ax. Then 
M is standard by Lemma 2.4. Therefore, the above procedure is correct, since, 
for any A making Z weakly arithmetic, the translation TV is correct (Lemma 2.1). 0 
The following theorem is a kind of converse to Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.3. Let P be an apl. Let C be a class of pairs (I, Pres(Z)), where Z are 
effective, expressive and unbounded interpretations. Assume that, for any (I, 
Pres(Z))EC, DL,(Z) is uniformly recursively enumerable in (Th(Z), Pres(Z)). Zf the 
untform procedure enumerating (in (Th(Z), Pres(Z))) DL,(Z) is sound for any semieffec- 
tive interpretation Z and for every presentation Pres(Z) of I then the class C is 
arithmetically untform. 
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Proof. Let R be a procedure uniformly enumerating (with oracle (Th(l), Pres(Z))) 
the dynamic theory DL,(I), for (I, Pres(l))EC. Assume that procedure R is sound 
(i.e. it accepts only valid formulas) for every semieffective interpretation I and any 
presentation Pres(l) of 1. 
The following procedure Q computes (with oracle (Th(l), Pres(l))) a tuple 
A making I weakly arithmetic: 
(1) Guess a program PEP. 
(2) Treating P as an unbounded program, construct (see [Z]) dynamic formulas 
N, . . . , Mult. (The construction is such that if P is actually unbounded then 
N, . . , Mult define in I arithmetic notions.) 
(3) With the aid of procedure R with oracle (Th(l), Pres(1)) find in FOL(C) 
formulas N, . . . , Mult equivalent in I to the dynamic formulas N, , Mult. 
(4) Check (by oracle Th(1)) whether the formulas N, . . . , Mult model in I axioms of 
successor; if so, A := (N, . . , Mull). 
Since procedure R is, by assumption, sound for any semieffective interpretation 
I and for its every presentation Pres(l), the same holds for procedure Q. For if 
dynamic formulas N, . , Mult model in I axioms of successor then the guessed 
program P is unbounded; therefore, N, . , Mult define the standard model of arith- 
metic. 
For every (I, Pres( Z))EC, procedure Q halts and formulas in the computed 
A define (in I) partially recursive relations. Let I be an arbitrary semi- 
effective interpretation and Pres(l) an arbitrary presentation of I. If Q with oracle 
(Th(Z), Pres(1)) halts then constructed (within computation) dynamic formulas 
N 3 ... , Mult are equivalent in I to the computed N, . . . , Mult, since R is sound in 
every semieffective interpretation I and every presentation Pres(l) of I. (That is 
why we need soundness of R for any semieffective I and any presentation of I.) 
The dynamic formulas N, . . . ,Mult are constructed in such a way that they define 
(in semieffective I) partially recursive relations. Thus, formulas in computed A 
define (in semieffective I) partially recursive relations. 
Consider all possible finite formal computations of Q for all possible presentations 
Pres(l) of all possible semieffective interpretations I and for all possible answers of the 
oracle Th( I). The set of all finite formal computations of Q is recursively enumerable. 
For any finite computation c of Q, Pres(1,) denotes the “presentation part” of the 
oracle used by c. Aggregate all queries to oracle Th(l) in the computation c into one 
formula v~EFOL(C). Let A, be the resulting tuple of c. The following arithmetic 
theory makes the class C arithmetically uniform: 
T= {&s~,,((~c) + “for any formula c( in A, tires define (in w) a partially 
recursive relation” I c a finite formal computation of Q}. 0 
The following theorem is a result of the extensional type. 
Theorem 3.4. Let K be a class of efective interpretations. Assume that for every IEK 
there exists A(1) such that each formula in A(I) is either universal or existential. Then 
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for every IEK and every presentation Pres(Z) of I, DL,(I) is uniformly recursively 
enumerable in (Th( I), Pres( I)). 
Proof. Let Ax be a finite set of arithmetic formulas provided by Lemma 2.4. The 
following uniform procedure partially solves with oracle (Th(Z), Pres(Z)) the set 
DL,(Z) for ZEK and every Pres(Z) of 1. 
Input: a dynamic formula cp 
Method: 
(1) GuessatupleA=(N,... , Mu/t) of formulas in FOL(C), each being universal or 
existential, with, respectively, k, ,3k free variables for some kEo and such that 
(1.1) the formulas in A model (within I) the set Ax, i.e., for every cx~Ax, 
z,(a)ETh(l). 
(2) Translate cp into arithmetic formula tPresc,)(q). 
(3) Translate tPresclj(cp) into the formula [=T~(~~~~~(~,((P)). 
(4) If [ETh(l) then accept cp. 
BY assumption on K a proper guessing of A exists. Moreover, for every proper 
guessing of A (i.e. satisfying (1.1)) the formulas in A define (in I) model M, with +M, *,,, 
being either a Cy- or a II:-relation since I is effective. By Lemma 2.4 model M is 
standard; therefore, 
~EDL,(I) iff tA(tpres(,,(cp))ETh(l) by Lemma 2.1. 0 
Note that the procedure of Theorem 3.4 is not sound in all semieffective interpreta- 
tions since a universal formula defines in a semieffective interpretation a II:-relation, 
in general. 
4. Conclusion 
In our opinion, it is rather unlikely that arithmetical uniformity is necessary for the 
existence of a uniform procedure enumerating with oracle (Th(Z), Pres(l)) dynamic 
theories of effective interpretations. For instance, the class of effective interpretations 
I having A(Z) consisting of either universal or existential formulas possesses an 
appropriate procedure, although we do not know whether this class is arithmetically 
uniform (probably it is not). Nevertheless, Theorem 3.2 shows that the problem of 
existence of uniform procedures enumerating with oracle (Th(Z), Pres( I)) dynamic 
theories of effective interpretations may be of intensional character: it is not only 
important which effective interpretations are involved but also how they are defined 
(presented). 
We have not answered the question whether Lipton’s theorem can be generalized to 
dynamic theories. We conjecture that it is not true. Our paper is a rather modest 
attempt to solve this question. 
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Appendix 
It is known to specialists in model theory that there is no TIy nonstandard model of 
Peano arithmetic and a proof is not commonly known. (Actually, it is proved 
(although unpatently) in the survey paper of Smorynski [S].) Since we need a finite 
set of axioms with no TIf nonstandard model, the presentation of a proof seems 
reasonable. 
All formulas below are of the language of arithmetic. 
Let F be a set of formulas. A set X c w is representable in F iff there is a formula 
q(v) with only u free such that 
X={n~wlFtcp(n)}, 
w-X={n~~IFtlcp(n)}, 
O=On+l=Sn. 
A set X G CO is weakly representable in F iff there is a formula q(u) with only v free 
such that X = (n~o 1 F k q(n)}. 
Let Ax be a finite set of formulas capable of representing any recursive set and of 
weakly representing any partially recursive set and with no Cy-completion. Addition- 
ally, we assume o I= Ax. 
Let M be a nonstandard model of Ax. The Scott sets of A4 are subsets X c w of the 
form 
for some formula v(Q,, t’r) with only I_+,, u1 free and for some UEM. 
In the sequel all models are countable with carrier being a subset of w. 
Theorem A.1 (Tennenbaum’s theorem; see Smorynski [S]). There exists a sentence 
Y-ETh(w) such that: 
(1) For every nonstandard model M = (B; Ow, SMhl, +M, *M, =) oj”Y, B c u, every 
Scott set of M is recursive in each of +tM, *M. 
(2) For every nonstandard model M = (B; Ow, SM, So, *M, =) off, B G u, neither 
SM nor *M is a Cy-relation. 
Tennenbaum’s theorem already implies half of Lemma 2.4. The rest will be proved 
with the aid of part (1) above. 
We need some routine notation (for appropriate formulas): 
Seq(v): t‘ is the code of a sequence; 
lh(vO)=v 1 : the length of the sequence coded by vO is U, ; 
(v~)~, = G‘~: the v1 th element of the sequence coded by vO is v2; 
L, R: converse to “pairing functions” (left, right). 
The above are meaningful also in nonstandard models of Ax. 
For a formula 4, r4l is the standard number of 4. Every formula has only one 
number. 
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Let Prov(uO, vl) be the standard formula representing in Ax: 
u0 codes a proof in the predicate calculus of 4, where rq51= v, 
Let &, $1, . be a recursive enumeration of the language of arithmetic. A comple- 
tion of Ax is an infinite path through the binary tree D, 
consistent with Ax. 
To keep things simple, we admit some informalities in formula definitions. 
The following formula $(uO) represents D in Ax: 
Seq(uo)AVO~v~lh(uo). [L((v,),)E{~, 1) 
~w((%)“)=o- R((%)")=r4"1) Aw((%)")= 1 *R(hJ")=r 14”l)l. 
For any formula [, i(O) =df i, i(l) =df 7 i. 
Let DC be the set of all finite paths &(q,), . . . , &_ 1 (ek- 1) in D, which have no 
proofs of their inconsistency with Ax of code at most k. Thus, D + is a binary tree. Any 
infinite path through D+ gives a completion of Ax. 
The following formula q(vO) represents D+ in Ax: 
Let S be Ax plus Tennenbaum’s sentence Y plus induction axiom on the following 
formula O(Q): 
We have o I= S. 
Lemma A.2 In nonstandard models M of S rhe ouerspiH principle holds for the formula 
~(uo)=3u.(~(v) A lh(v)=u,), i.e. 
for each nonstandard M +S: 
for euery nEq MI= t(n) ijf there exists an injiniinite aeM such that MI= Vu0 <u,. 
8~0) [a/h I. 
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Proof. (-) trivial. 
(-). Assume MI= 4 [n/u01 for every nEco. Suppose there is no infinite OEM such 
that MI=Vt‘o<u,. <(u,,) [a/cl]. Therefore, the formula O(u,)=Vuo<uI. ((co) defines 
in M the set of standard elements of M. Thus, MI= O[O,/u,] and Ml= Vu,. 
(B(c, )=d(Sul )). Since induction axiom on H is in S, we have M I= Vc, . 8(cl ) - contrary 
to the assumption that M is nonstandard. 0 
Lemma A.3. Let M be a nonstandard model of S. Then there is a Scott set X of M such 
that X is not a rI:-set. 
Proof. Take the formula q(cO) (defined somewhere above) representing the tree D+ in 
Ax. Therefore, D+ = {HEW IM + q(n)} since AxcS. By K&rig’s lemma there is an 
infinite path YO through D’. Use the existence of YO to conclude MI= 3~. 
(q(t~)Alh(c)=m) for each WIEW. By the overspill principle for 3~. (q(u)Alh(r)=cO) 
there are a,c~M, c infinite, such that MI=(q(c)Alh(u)=c,,) [a/u, C/Q,]. Then 
Y =df{(a),/n~o} is an infinite path through D+ and Y is a Scott set of M. Thus, 
a completion Ax+ = {R((a),) I nEw} of Ax is a Scott set of M. Since Ax has no 
complete I?-extension and, for every sentence 4, 
rdwx + iff r74]$.4.x+, 
we conclude Ax+$Ily. The thesis holds for X = Ax+. 0 
Lemma A.4 Let M he a nonstandard model of S. Then + M, *,,,, are not rI?-sets. 
Proof. Since Tennenbaum’s sentence F is in S, any Scott set of M is recursive in each 
of +M, *M. Thus if +.M or *M is a FLY-set then every Scott set is a TIY-set. By Lemma 
2.2, there is a Scott set X of M such that X is not a TTY-set. Therefore, none of + M, *M 
is a TI y-set. 0 
Tennenbaum’s theorem and Lemma 2.3 gives us Lemma 2.4. 
Lemma A.5 There is a jinite set Ax qf arithmetic formulas (Ax = S) such that 
WI= Ax and, for etlery nonstandard M+ Ax, each of +,,,, *M is neither a CT- nor 
a II:-relation. 
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